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Abstract 
Quantum localization is essential for quantum measurement. This paper presents a deterministic dynamics 
of quantum localization， inwhich the hidden variables are the phase factors of matter wav低 whichreplace 
the intrinsic stochastic variables of quantum state diffusion. 1n its semicl部 sicalform， the stochasticity of 
quantum measurement comes from the chaotic Hamiltonian dynamics of the corresponding classical system. 
1 Introduction 
Newton discovered a classical deterministic dynamical model of the Solar system， which was used to predict 
the future state of the system丘omits present state. Apart企omrelativistic corrections， it is stil used today. 
Schrodinger's equation provides a deterministic dynamical model of of atomic systems， apart from relativistic 
corrections. The Copenhagen interpretation divides the world into classical and quantum domains， each 
apparently obeying its own deterministic dynamical laws， separated by an indeterminate boundary， where 
the stochasticity of quantum measurement appe訂 s.Several years before Copenhagen， Schrδdinger tried to 
represent classical degrees of企eedomas wave-packet solutions of his equation， but Lorentz used Schrodinger's 
equation to show that the spreading of the wave packets would increase without limitラsothat small classical 
systems could not remain localized， forcing Schrodinger to abandon the idea. 
1n reading this paperぅithelps to t叫ceSchrodinger's point of view as it w部 duringhis dialogue with Lorentz， 
since it addresses the problem of localization that faced him at that time. 
The Copenhagen interpretation can be used to predict the probability of the result of a quantum measure-
ment， but it is not a dynamical theory， provides no consistent dynamical model and is not deterministic. 
Schrodinger wanted a single dynamics for quantum systems， classical systems and the interaction between 
them， a universal dynamics of the material world known at his time， like Newton 'scl~sical dynamics of the 
known material world of his time. Matter wav田 disperse，spreading out with timeヲbutclassical particles do 
not. The waves can only represent the particles if something keeps them localized. This is the localization 
problem of quantum theoryぅwhichis simpler than the measurement problem. Its solution leads in principle 
to the solution of the measurement problem， although in practice this is complicated because the quantum 
dynami岱 ofmeasuring apparatus is complicated. 
If both classical and quantum systems are to obey the laws of quantum dynamics， then Schrδdingerヲsequation 
must be modified to produce localization. 
QSD: Quantum state diffusion 
Of the many attempts to solve the localization problem， the closest to Schrodinger's original idea is continuous 
spontaneous localizationうusinga stochastic Schrodinger equation or quantum state di伍lsion(QSD). Th田e
are equivalent theories in which a stochastic term is added to Schr・odinger'soriginal deterministic equation. 
QSD is introduced in [1]， together with a description of early workうnumericalmethods and applications. 
A quantum measurement of the dynamical variable Xヲleadsto the continuous stochastic relaxation of the 
time-dependent matter wave toward one of the meおuredeigenstates of Xヲwithprobabilities given by the 
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Born rules. For su伍cientlymassive particlesヲitleads to the required localization， where the localized wave 
packet obeys Newton's laws with a classical Hamiltonian. 
For a two-state system， the state vector can be represented by a point on the Bloch sphere， with two 
orthogonal states 1 + )加d1-) corresponding to the N and S poles. 
Quantum state diffusion is a di伍lsionof a quantum state in the space of quantum states. Contrary to 
uniform diffusion of particl民 whichspreads them into bigger regions， the rate of di伍lsionis variable and 
the state diffuses toward one or other of the eigenstates of σz， sothe quantum state tends to be concentrated 
more and more in a small紅 eaaround the eigenstates. The final probabilities obey the Born rules. 
According to QSD， both measurement and localization are physical processes that take a日nitetime. This 
localization competes with the dispersion or delocalization due to the Hamiltonian. There are no quantum 
Jumps. 
Localization in one dimension 
For our purposes it is convenient to consider motion in one dimension with a continuous dynamical variable 
X， which might be a component of either position X or a momentum p. tl.t isa finte interval of time， which 
tends to zero at the end of the analysis， and al powers of tl.t higher than the first are neglected. Before the 
limit is taken， wave functions are defined only at the times Nムt，with integral N. The stochastic function 
tl.c(t) has independent values at these times， and its mean and variance at each time are 
Msc(t) = 0， M(tl.c(t))2 =ムt
where M is the mean. Notice thatムご(t)is of order (tl.t)~. No other properties of tl.c(t) are needed. After 
N time intervals the fluctuations built up as N~ tl.t， which is proportional to the square root of the time. 
This procedure is equivalent to the Ito calculus. For simplicity， we do not include normalization corrections， 
for which see [1]. 
Let H be the Hamiltonian， and suppose that X is to be localized. The standard form for the increment in 
the wave function ψis then 
ムψ=-;Hψtl.t+ "10 (X一(ψIXIψ))ψA乙
where the second term is the important nonline訂 stochasticlocalization term， whose effect is negligible for 
small quantum systems， but dominant for cl部 sicaldegrees of freedom. We consider the latter case for short 
periods of time， for which the Hamiltonian can be neglected， leaving only the stochastic localization term， 
withγoぉ arate constant for localization. Details are given in this notation in [1]. 
The result is a diffusion of the matter wave in the space of matter waves. For illustration consider the very 
special initial state 
ψ(X，O) =α6(X -Xo) + b 6(X -X1) where |α12 + Ibl2 = 1.
The system remains in the twかdimensionalspace spanned by the delta-functionsラ andits state can be 
re芦田entedby a point on the Bloch sphere. As for the two-state systemヲthestate localizes to one of the 
two delta-functions. 
Noteもhatthe rate of diffusion depends on αand b， and is zero for the two poles of the sphere， when eitherα 
or b iszero. Hence the system localizes toward X = Xo or Xコ X1. For an initial state (α，b)， the probability 
of reaching the N pole is 1α12， according to the Born rules. 
According to QSD， localization is a continuous proc白sthat takes a finite time. There are no quantum 
jumps in zero time. But current experiments can only access the initial unlocalized state and the final 
localized state. They can also put very wide bounds on the value of γ0・Furtherdetails of the localization 
process are not accessible to current experiments. Consequently there are many different ways of formulating 
X -localization that are consistent with experiment. 
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For example we could put 
Aψ=γ'o(J(X，t)一(ψIf(X，t)1ψ))ψD.c
with a choice of many different functions f(X， t) and di古'erentγ'0，or even 
Aψ=γ。(D.c(X，t)ー (ψlD.c(X，t)1ψ))ψヲ
where D.c(X， t) is a smooth function of the continuous variable X for fixed t and a stochastic function of the 
discrete variable t for日xedX， which satisfies the conditions 
M(ムと(X，t) -(ψ|ムと(X，t)1ψ)) = 0， M(ID.c(X， t) 12) =ムt.
Note that if D.t isnon-zero， but sufficiently small， then the correction terms with higher powers ofムtthan the 
first may be negligible for many applications. This is what we need for deterministic localization dynamics. 
Dynamical localization 
Suppose at自rstthat the matter wave has the form 
ψ(X， t) = D(X， t)九旬(XJ)，
so that 
e2iη(X，t) =ψ(X， t)jψ場(X，t)，
where D is a real non-negative density in X，ηis a real phぉe，and bothむesufficiently smooth functions of 
their arguments. The dynamical theory is obtained by replacing the stochastic variable D.c by a D.c obtained 
合omthe phase of the matter wave: We assume that the fluctuation is proportional to the phase factor: 
D.c = D.t~ e2iη. 
The change in ψin the time intervalムtis then 
ムψ(X，t) =γ'Q(ムご(X，t)-(ψlD.c(X， t)ψ))ψ(X， t) 
with the new definition ofムと(X，t).
Quasiclassical theory 
The semiclassical dynamical theory of localization can be taken further by using the properties of the classical 
motion. For systems of few仕eedoms，with constant or periodic Hamiltonians， the motion is qualitatively 
distinct in the regular and chaotic regions of phase space. D(X， t) is a classical density function in X-space， 
S(X， t) is a solution of the time-dependent Hamilton-Jacobi equation， and the quantum ph蹴 isgiven by 
η(X， t) = S(X， t)j九
For chaotic motion the coordinates and momenta of a trajectory are stochastic functions， with a finite 
autocorrelation timeムactdetermined by the Liapunov exponent of the motion. The classical action function 
S(x， t) is also stochasticヲandso is the phase factor above. For time intervals longer than D.act， the phase 
factors are statistiωlly independentぅsothere is quantum state diffusion， and al that this implies. Let tho 
be a time beyond which the higher-order corrections to the QSD equation become significant. Then there 
will be quantum state di伍lsionif 
tho >>ムact，
so that a value of D.t can be chosen to satis今boththe autocorrelation and the higher-order conditions. For 







There訂eother theories for which the stochastic properties of quantum measurement have been related to 
classical chaos， for example Bohmian theories [2，3]， and the work of Geszti [4]. 
5 Conclusions 
According to this dynamical theory of localization: 
1 The 'hidden variablesラofquantum localization and measurement are the phases of matter waves. 
2 Semiclassical mechanics can be used. Chaos is important. 
3 The stochastic properties and the Born rules are due to chaotic motion of the corresponding classical 
system. Localization in a quantum measurement proceeds following the Born rules， asfor QSD. 
4 Ifwe could get access to the regular region experimentally， the Born rules would not apply. 
5 All 'classical' degrees of仕eedomare already localized. They were localized early in the history of the 
umverse. 
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